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What is BabyDrip?
Baby Drip is a reflection token of the native token for Drip Network (DRIP). You
earn rewards just by holding BabyDrip in your wallet. The rewards are in the
form of DRIP, rewarded to you from Pancake Swap Liquidity.

The more BabyDrip you have in your wallet, the higher % of DRIP you get
airdropped out to you based on the transaction volume.  The higher the volume,
the higher the frequency YOU get your DRIP. You do not need to give up
ownership or lock up any of your tokens to earn DRIP.

YOU CAN HAVE A TOTAL OF 
10 BILLION BABYDRIP TOKENS IN A SINGLE WALLET.

TOTAL SUPPLY: 1 TRILLION

You do not need to stake BabyDrip to earn DRIP rewards, essentially regardless
of the price, the key is that you EARN ORIGINAL DRIP TOKENS. The sustainability of
BabyDrip is through the innovative tax system and the tokenomics. 
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Sustainability
There's a tax on BabyDrip buys and sells, those taxes are used to buy DRIP which
are distributed to holders of BabyDrip based on how much BabyDrip they hold.
The contract will buy DRIP and then distribute to BabyDrip Holders.

Tax on BUYS and SELLS
10% on buying 

7% on DRIP rewards
2% on Marketing
1% on LP Tax (adds liquidity to BabyDrip)

The 10% buying tax is split into

15% on selling

 
- TEAM 8%

- MARKETING 2%
- LIQUIDITY 35%
- PRESALE 45%

- BURN 10%
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HOW DO YOU GET BABYDRIP?
BabyDrip can be purchased using PanCakeSwap

Token Address For BabyDrip
0x1a95d3bd381e14da942408b4a0cefd8e00084eb0

IF YOU DON'T KNOWWHAT DRIP NETWORK IS
Watch this video

Connect your wallet to https://pancakeswap.finance/swap

Swap your BNB or BUSD for BabyDrip

Input BabyDrip as a token on your MetaMask Wallet

Watch your DRIP grow

GOT A QUESTION? CLICK HERE 
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